Source 8: HMS Vigilant
The Manx Advertiser newspaper article on 10 October 1822
describes the wreck of HMS Vigilant on St Mary’s Rock in
Douglas Bay, Isle of Man, 4 days earlier. It shows how
Sir William Hillary had first-hand experience going to rescue
people from shipwreck.
A resident of Douglas, Hillary watched the wreck from the
harbour with a gathering crowd. Compelled to help those in
peril, he urged bystanders to help him row out in the harbour’s
pleasureboats to rescue the ship’s crew, offering them money
from his own pocket as a reward.
It was Sir William Hillary’s experience of coordinating this
rescue that convinced him of the need for an organised
nationwide lifesaving institution.
The newspaper extract goes on to describe two further
wrecks caught in the storm to which Sir William Hillary
gave assistance.

Later in the same year, in December 1822, HMS Vigilant
was the very ship that HMS Racehorse came to escort
back to England when it was wrecked off Langness Point
(see also Source 2).
The wreck of HMS Racehorse prompted a letter from Sir William
Hillary to the Admiralty requesting that the families of the Manx
men, who had lost their lives going to rescue HMS Racehorse’s
crew, would be provided for.
As a result, the Navy awarded pensions for these men’s
families and payments for the men who had gone to the rescue
of HMS Vigilant, but Sir William Hillary still wanted to do more
to improve the safety of those at sea.
In February 1823 he began his campaign by publishing his
famous pamphlet: An Appeal to the British Nation on the
Humanity and Policy of Forming a National Institution for
the Preservation of Lives and Property from Shipwreck.
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Q

1. What impact did this rescue have on
Sir William Hillary and the local men,
both in the short and longer term?

2. Hillary’s motto was ‘with courage,
nothing is impossible’. How did he
and others live up to this and why is
the motto important to his campaign?

3. Back in the 1800s, emergency services
as we know them today did not exist.
What emergency services exist today?
Why do these exist now? Which of
them would not exist without the
support of volunteers?

